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TBSTRACT The aim of this paper is to compare the findings that emerge from two
: ::erent (though related) approaches to analysing changes in the extent of interregional
: ':arities in GDP per head. This is done by examining the situation in Australia over the
r:::rrd 1911-18 to 1994-95. with the eight States and Territories as the regions. The hrst
-:'.l,od of anaiysis, referred to as the aggregative approach, uses the weig\rted coefficient of
: .:tion as the indicator of change, whi\e the second method, referred to as the
- .::gregative approach, uses four variables (per capita GDP diff'erentials, population
--,'.\1h rates, GDP growth rates, GDP per head growth rates) and also the unweighted
- :.iicient of variation as indicators of change. In essence the two methods may also be
::::rentiated by noting that the first method is based on considerations relating to the-: :li\e importance of changes in the distribution of population and GDP within the nation as
. ''hole, while the second method is based on the relative impoftance of these kinds of
'::.:tributions in the individual States. It rnight therefore be said that the orientation of the
:--:esative approach is towards the nation as a whole, and the orientation of the
: ,.leregative approach is towards the individual States or regions. Because of the emphasis- :lethodology, it has not been possible in this paper to examine any of the causes of the
- -::rges that have been noted.

The findings of this paper indicate that the aggregative approach does not identiflz some
::lajor changes that have occurred in individual States because these States have srnall

:--lortions of Australia's population and GDP. ln contrast the disaggregative approach
. -..entrates on these changes in the individual States, irrespective of their population and
)P proportions.

i. I)iTRODUCTION

'fhe purpose of this paper is to investigate to u,hat extent interstate disparities in
irrrss Domestic Prodtrct (hereafter GDP) per lread have changed in Australia over
-e period 1977-78 to 1994-95, aud tnore irnportantly, how the findings provided by
,.iclt atr empirical study vary according to the rnethod of analysis used. In this
, rntext two method of arralysis are proposed. The first is referred to as the

':eregative approach, which is based on a method generally attributed to
'\ illiamson (1965) and utilises the rveighted coefficient of variatiorr (population
:roportiott weights).'lhe second method is referred as the disaggregative approach.
r this approach diff'erences in per capita CDP differentials, growth rates of

l.rpulation, GDP, and GDP per head are examirred, using the unrveighted
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coefficient of variation. Given these dual aims not possible in this paper to I:.
explain, in any causal rvay, the kinds of changes in interstate disparities that:' :

occurred. However, despite the emphasis on the appropriateness of dift=:=-
methods of analysis, both methods generate information about the extent of cha: .=
in interstate disparities in GDP per head in Australia over the period 191:--i
1994-95. Frorr this information it is possible to identify the areas where the ans.. .-
to the causal questions ltave to be sought.

The data sources are the State Accounts from the Australian Burea'..

Statistics(ABS). For the years 1984-85 to 1994-95 ABS estimates of real GDP .-:
real CDP per head fbr each State are available, with what the ABS refers to as .-
experimental series". The constant price estimates forthe years 1977-78 to l9E-'-!-
are based those given in Harris and Harris (1994), which have been adjuste:
account for tu,o factors. First, those estimates are for GDP at factor cost, and :-:
have been adjLrsted to conform to the ABS estimates of GDP .Second, adjustn:.-.
have been made to the GDP(P) deflators used in that study to allow for the fact :-:
the later ABS estimates are based on GDP(I) (lncome Estimates) and GDP :
(Expenditure E,stinrates) deflators. These adjustments have particularly affectec :',
estimates for the ACT and the Northern Territory.

ln anall,sing this data to assess the degree of disparities amongst Austr, .'
States and Territories, the discLrssion carr take three distinct streams. First, empr: ,.
analysis can be undertaken over the period 1971-18 to i994-95 using the so-c; ::
Williamsorr method.

The following discussion is divided into three par1s.

The first is concerned with the empirical analysis over the period 1977--S'
1994-95 applying the so-called Williamson method. In doing this, hou'ere: :

rnethod is proposed by which the contribution of each State to the change in :-.
value of the coefficient of variatiott (CV) from one year to another cof, -:
calculated. The conclusions from that approach relate not only to how the value
the CV has changed over the period, but also to which States have been nra.:,
responsible (highest contributions) for these changes.

Second, the disaggregative approach is undertaken, and is concerned with f, --
variables in each of the individual States. These variables are per caF .:
differentials (the percentage differences between State GDP per head ?. -

Australia's GDP per head), population growth rates, GDP growth rates, and Gl:
per head growth rates. lnterstate differences in groMh rates of GDP per head atT.,'
the per capita differentials, and interstate differences in growth rates of popular: - -

and GDP lead to a redistribution of population and GDP among the States. T-=
conclusions which emerge from this kind of analysis are then summarised
relation to each of these variables. It should be noted that the kinds of informati,--
generated by this second approach are useful for interpreting the findings of the t-:r.:
approach.

Finally, a comparison of the two sets of conclusions can be undertaken :

determine to what degree the disaggregative approach yields different informati,- -

about interstate changes from that provided by the aggregative CV approach. T:=
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::sic conclusion reached is that the aggregative CV approach by itself, at least in
r.rstralia, does not identifo some of the significant changes in interstate disparities--:t have occurred in the individual States because ofthe size ofthe differences
:::ong the States in their population proportions (weights), which in 1994-95
-.rsed from one per cent to 34 per cent. In this respect the weighted CV approach
- rcentrates on the redistribution of total population and GDP among the eight
':.rtes and Territories combined, whereas the disaggregative approach concentrates
: *hat has happened in the individual States and Territories.

:. CHANGES IN THB EXTENT OF INTERSTATE DISPARITIES IN GDP
PER HEAD AS MBASURBD BY THE WBIGHTED COBFFICIENT OF
VARIATION

:.1 Methods

The most comrnonly used method of calculating the degree of interstate
:terregional) disparities in GDP per head uses as the measure the coefficient of
.:iation (hereafter CV) derived from the rveighted standard deviation (hereafter

:Jrof the differences between each State's GDP per head and the GDp per head
' : Australia (the all States weighted mean), the weights being the population
: - - portion in each State.

In calculating the SD in this study, a method is proposed by which the
- ':tribution of each State to the change in the value of the CV from one year to
:-'ther is calculated. For each year the Australian mean GDP per head has been
:::isnated by the index 100, and the estimates for each State have then been
:'.rreSSed as relatives of 100. Since the Australian mean GDP per head is the same
-Jer of 100) each year, the cv is equal in magnirude to the SD. T'his is useful

-'i:euse it enables comparisons to be made among the States in terms of their
- :tributions to changes in the CV over time. This is done by calculating the
:- porliorr which each State contributes to the variation (SD squared) each year,
.- j how that proportion changes over any given period of tirne.

: : Changes in the Extent of Interregional Disparities

Estimates of the weighted cv for the period 1911-18 to 1994-95 are shown in
: :ure L

Overthe period there is no one-way trend. rather the extent of the disparities has
'-:tuated about a sirnple average CV of 2.8 per cent,ranging from a low of 2.3 per
-:it in 1992-93 to a high of 3.3 per cent in 1985-86. The value of the CV at the end
: the period, 2.9 per cent, is higher than at the beginning of the period, 2.4 per

-3rt. Tltus over the 18 year period the extent of this kind of disparity has risen by
.rout 20 per cent. However, as noted previously, this has not been a consistent
'::nd.

When the time series of CVs is considered, the entire period can be divided into
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the following five sub-periods.
(i) 1977 -78 to 1981-82, the extent of disparities increased from 2.4 per .i-' - *

per cent (a rise of 33 per cent), so there was a divergent outcome.
(ii) 1981-82 to 1983-84, the extent of disparities decreased from 3.2 per c:-: -. - -

per cent (a fall of l6 per cent), so there was a convergent outcome.
(iii) 1983-84 to 1985-86, the extent of disparities increased from2.7 per c3-:-

per cent (a rise of 22 per cent), so there was a divergent outcome.
( iv) I 985-8 6 to 1992-93, the ertent of disparities decreased from 3.3 per c<-' ' -

per cent (a fall of 30 per cent), so there rvas a convergent outcome.
(r') 1992-93 to 1994-95,the extent of disparities increased from 2.3 per c.-:' - t

per cent (a rise of 26 per cent), so there was a divergent outcome.

The above details indicate a pattern of periodic cycles, and it mar be '-- '+m
that these cycles may have some relationship to national growth cycles. H-..: :
an examination of the data does not reveal any meaningful relationships. '.i --- &
extent of interstate disparities both increasing and decreasing in upturn. :-: r
downturns.

2.3 An Outline of the Reasons for Changes in the Extent of Interstate
Disparities in Real GDP Per Head

Given that the changes in the extent of interstate disparities car,:' :'tr

"explained" by reference to national growth cycles, it is necessary to consic.: ---!
has happened in the individual States overthis period. In this context it is in:: -*-
to consider the features rvhich influence the observed outcomes.

Figure l. Interstate Disparities in Real GDP Per Head of Population:
1971-'78 to 1994-95
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The contribution of each State to the CV in any year is based on the difference
retween its GDP per head and the Australian GDP per head (or its per capita
::fferential), and its proportion of Australia's population (or its weight). Changes in
:.'ris contribution over time therefore result from changes irr the per capita
::tterential and/or the weight.

Given that the per capita differential is measured each year as the percentage
::riation from 100 and that the SD is equal to the CV, it is proposed here that the
: :ntribution of a State to the CV each year is given by multiplying the value of the

--\' in that year by the proportion which that State contributes to the variation for
:rt )'ear. That is, by the ratio of its weighted per capita differential squared to the
,:m of the weighted per capita differential squared of all States. These proportions
::n then be applied to show the contribution in percentage points by each State to
'-: r'alue of the CV in each year. In other words, for each year the CV can be

::!r\\'n as the sum of the contributions from each of the eight States, where those
: - ntributions are measured in percentage points (the same as the CV).

In this way the change in the value of the CV from one year to another can be

.-rlrsed by subtracting the contribution of each State in the initial year from its

-:ntribution in the final year. These contribution changes occur because for each
:::te there is a change in the value of its per capita differential and in its population
,-rre (weight). In this way the change in the CV is shown as the algebraic sum of
:-: changes in the contributions of each of the eiglit States over this period, the

--.rnses being measured in percentage points contribution to the CV (as determined
:. ;hanges in the proportion ofthe variance accounted for by each State).

If a State's contribution increases from one year to another, this will tend to
-:iease the value of the CV and is a divergent contribution to the change in the

- 
.' If a State's contribution decreases from one year to another, this will tend to

:.:rease the value of the CV and is a convergent contribution to the change in the

Lsingthe above approach has led to the identification the kinds of contributions
..:.ich each State has nrade to changes in the extent of interstate disparities over
- re. However, it is important to understand that the magnitude of the changes in
'-:se contributions is also influenced by the State population proportions, so that

:en a State has a very low population proporlion its contribution to the change in
--: CV will be negligible unless the change in its differential is exceptionally large,

'rich is unlikely to occur in practice when short to medium term changes are

- nsidered, as with the five sLrb-periods outlined above.

1.4 Contributions of the States to Changes in the Extent of Interstate
Disparities in Real GDP Per Head

Using the approach outlined above, it is possible to show what each State has

--rtributed to the CV each year, and to derive the year to year changes in these

--ntributions. It should be noted that the contribution ofeach State to the change in
-.:c ralue of the CV is measured in percentage points, since the change in the value
: rhe CV is measured in the same way. The data shown in Table I do not include
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annual contributions to the change in the CV by all States for the follou:: - : rr-,

are significant differences among the States in the population shares. ani ::- -. ".;

this the contributions to the CV and changes in the CV by three States - l:--.*- iu,.

ACIT and the Nofthern Territory,- are so close to zero that their irnp,-' --- 'nn

ignored. Furlher, instead of giving annual data for the other five States. :: - , *l,!rnir

decided to relate the changes in the CV to the five sub-periods identi:l-: .- (,,1

However, every year as sorne of the more populous States make a ', =- ,T;16il1

contributiorr to changes in the value of the CV (even if they make a relal .: '"*r@

contribution to the annual value of the CV), it has been decided to limir:-: :.-. I

contribution changes regarded as "significant". For these purposes. gir;- '- - -nrrl

values of the CV f-all within a narrow range of 2.3 to 3.3, a contribu: - t,irl

change in the CV of at least 0.2 percentage points (positive or negatire -. -irf;l

taken as the point ofreference.
The mix of States making "significant contributions to changes ir. :-.

varied for the five sub-periods, with each of the five more popul,,--; --m!rl

appearing frorn two to four tirnes in Table L Moreover, in each sub-:=- : -,rrrrr:

Statesarenotthesanre,andthoselistedtendtomakebothconvergentani I :-_r-rr
corrtributions. Hou'ever, rvhen the change over the entire period is consii=:._
three States appear in the list. New South Wales, Queensland an; ',i : - :*,
Australia.

2.5 An Assessment of the Changes in the Extent of Interstate Disparitie:

When the entire period is considered, the divergence (a rise in the C\ :: - _ .
to 2.9) was due mainly to divergent changes in Queensland (+0.2 percenrag. :, -

and Western Australia (+0.6) offsetting convergent changes in New South \\ . .
0.4). Thus, rvhen considering what has happened to the extent oi :::.- _

disparities in GDP per head over the entire period, the main conclusitrn i -.. i
while the extent of these disparities has fluctuated over time, there has :==-
tendency for it to rise or fall on a trend basis. Moreover, to understand \\r:- -,
occurred over the entire period, it appears that the explanation may centre ,- - - -::
States - Neu, SoLrth Wales, Queensland and Western Australia.

The irrcrease in the extent of the interstate disparities over the 17 year per:-.: '*
been only moderate, and, if the sequence of previous outcomes is repeated. ir :=- -,"

expected that the value of the CV will soon fall. It could be argued that the :.:-
analysed is too shoft to conclude that regular cyclical fluctuations in the er::--
interstate disparities in GDP per head is a "normal" characteristic of the Au:::. --
econorny over longer periods. All that can be said is that it has been a feature - ':
l7 years fiorn I 911-78 to 1994-95.

The danger rvith such conclusions is that they may be interpreted to imp ..

interstate economic diff-erences did not change much over this period. Gir e:
changes in GDP per head are the combined outcomes of variations in
population and GDP groMh rates, the conclusions may be taken to imply tha:
two kinds of growth rates have not varied much among the States. Thus, it ct u

suggested that the rnasnitude of the State per capita differentials have als
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Table 1. Significant Contributions to Changes in the Extent of Interstate
)rsparities in Real GDP Per Head: Sub-Periods as Shown (Percentage Points)*

cv (%) S ignifi cant Contributions

From To Change Divergent Convergent
-----8 to l98l-82

-: -Sl to 1983-84

:' :: -31 to I 985-86

-: r -36 ro 1992-93

' ---r-i 1e 1994-95

-- -. Period
-----8 to 1994-95

NSW +0.9

Vic. 0.8;
wA 0.3

Qrd r.2

SA 0.2
wA 0.4

Vic 0.2

SA 0.2

wA 0.2

Qld 0.2
wA 0.6

Qrd -0.2

NSW -r.0,
Qrd -0.2
sA -0.4

NSW -0.2
wA -0.3

Vic. -0.9

Qrd -0.8

2.4

J.Z

2.'l

3.3

1-. -t

2.4

J.Z

2.1

J.J

2.3

2.9

2.9

0.8

-0.5

0.6

-1.0

0.6

0.5 NSW -0.4

I

' . :.:gative number denotes a convergent stream.
. :..sitive number denotes a divergent stream.

- :--J sienificantly. In fact neither of these conclusions is
':-::Sit-\'to examine changes in each State individually
- -= lulll,what has happened over this period.

valid, and therefore it is
in order to understand

.. \ DISAGGREGATIVE APPROACH TO THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

: I Four Questions

.i : norv turn to the second method proposed in this paper. ln the previous

--.. . .is attention was given to only one question, "To what extent has the value of
:: ..eis.hed CV changed over time, and how much has each State contributed to
:'. :nange?" In answering that question it was concluded that Tasmania, the ACT

--: :re Norlhern Territory "did not matter very much", and that, if the change from
-----8 to i994-95 is considered, only New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland

.-: \\'estern Australia "mattered". However. in carrying out tlte analysis of the
-:,:dual States four questions wilI be posed and all States are relevant in
:r - :rt ining the answers.

: ::st. it can be asked "How have the per capita differentials changed over time in
::,- - State"? These differentials change because State growth rates of GDP per head

: "=: tiom the weighted mean rate for all States. In considering the answer to this
.-::iicrn it should be noted that the growth rate of GDP per lread is the combined

--,-ille of the growth rates of population and GDP. Second. it could be asked "To
.-': ertent have population growth rates varied among the States over this
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period?"'Ihird, it could be asked "'fo n,hat extent have GDP grou'th rar<.
among the States over this period?" And finally it could be asked "To rrh.:
have population grow'th rates and GDP growth rates varied in each State .

period, and so caused disparities in grorvth rates of GDP per head?"
Bv ansu'ering these four questions a much better understanding of hou ::.:,

economic dilferences have changed over the period being studied is obr::
understanding lvhich is not obtained by concentrating on a single ae::=
method o1'measuring changes in the extent of interstate disparities in GDP :.

3.2 Changes in Per Capita GDP Differentials

Over the pcriod being examined the eight States fall into three grc,L.:
regard to abor e-a'nerage and belolr-ar,'erage GDP per head.

Nerv South Wales, Victoria and the ACT had above-average GDP per i=._
all of the l8 years. Western Australia had above-average GDP per head t,-: ,

the 18 years. but the differential for the three below-average years woS Srr:
this occurred in the earlier 1'ears. We may therefore take these four S:.:.
comprise the above-average GDP per head group. Queensland, South Ausrr., , .- -

Tasmania had belorv-average GDP per head for all of the l8 years. The \ --._-
Territory'had bc'lorv-averagc ciDP per head for the first eleven years fronr '.--- '
to 1987-8[t. ancl above-average GDP per head lor the remaining Sc-V€D \e3r:
the Northern 'l'erritory presents a mixed case.

From 1971-18 to 1987-88 there were four States with above-average cD: :..-"

head and four States rvith below-average GDP per head, and from 1988-89 t., -.--
95 there uere flve States rvith above-average GDP per head and three State.
belorv-average GDP per head. only in the case of the Northern Territrrn .:--.
interstate dill'erences in grou,th rates of GDP per head such that a State chan:.:
grotrping. Details olthe per capita GDP differentials for each of the eighteen ...-
are shorvn in Figure 2. l'he fbur States in the above average group are shoun ,: l.-
A and the fbur States in the below averaqe group are shown in part B.

lhenrainfeaturesofthetinteseriesofpercapitadifferentialsm...
summarised by saying that a State's relative position improves if its p-. :
differential increases or if the rnagnitude of its negative differential dei:,.,..-
(differential moves away from zero from above or towards zero from b. -

Conversely a State's relative position deteriorates if its positive difte:;---
decreases or if the Inagnitude of its negative differential increases (dittci.-- -

moves torvards zero from above or ar.vay from zero from below).
The greatest inrprovenrent occurred for the Northern Territory, which r.-.:_

consistently over time from a differential of -16 per cent in l97i-iB to one c: - '
percerltin 1994-95.achangeof33percentagepoints.h't1977-TsthisStatehr::-.
lorvest GDP per head, and in 1994-95 it had the second highest. The second l::_. -

inrprovetnent occurred in Western Australia, where its differential rose b..

percentage points fiom virtually zero, although this increase occurred mainlr :-'-
1987-88 onwards. The third lareest irnprovement occurred in the ACT. urr:
differentral rising by'twelve pcrcentage points frorn eight per cent to 20 per:=-'

."''

-:_,*|
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This State had the highest GDP per head every year. The largest deterioration
,.ccurred in Tasmania, where its (negative) differential increased in magnitude by
:en percentage points from -12 per cent to -22 per cent. From 1987-88 onwards this
State had the lowest GDP per head.

New South Wales experienced a moderate deterioration, its differential
Jecreasing from a high of six per cent in 1981-82 to one per cent to -2 per cent for
:1ost years thereafter. Since 1984-85 New South Wales has had the lowest GDP per
:.ead of the four or five States in the above-average GDP per head category.

The relative positions of Victoria, Queensland and South Australia did not
:hange significantly over the entire period, the 1971-78 and 1994-95 differentials,
::urugh fluctuating on a year by year basis, being Victoria four per cent to five per
:ent. Queensland from plus nine to minus nine per cent, South Australia from minusj to minus l5 per cent.

.A,s a result of the changes outlined above, the range of the differentials rose
,:rnificantly over the period. From l9'7'7-'78 to 1988-89 the range was between 22

':id 28 percentage points. Thereafter the range widened to exceed 30 percentage
:-.rnts, and reached 4l percentage points by 1994-95.

These charrges are shorvrt directly if the extent of interstate disparities in GDP
::: head is measured by reference to the simple mean of the GDP head of the 8
.:ates instead of by reference to the weighted (Australian) lrean. When the
'.eiehted CV is used the analysis is concerned not only with the difference between
-.e State GDP per head and the Australian GDP per head, but also with the fact that
:::t difference applies to all of the persons in that State. With the unweighed CV
:: emphasis is on only one person in each State, the "average" or "representative"

, a:sol.l.

Changes in the extent of interstate disparities in CDP per head using the

-:rieighted CV as the measure are shown in Figure 3. The respective values of the

- \ fbr each year are;
Figure 3 shows the extent to which the unweighted CV exceeds the weighted CV

:: absolute differences) ranging from 5.3 percentage points in 1985-86 to I1.3
-:::entage points in 1993-94. The differences range was from 2.'/ times larger in

- S 5 -86 to 5 times larger in 1994-95 . Considering the change over the entire period,
'-- Lrnw'eighted CV in 1994-95 was 48 per cent larger than in 1977-18, whereas the

=r,rhted CV was only 20 per cent larger.
The rnajor increase in the value of the unweighted CV occurred from 1986-87

-'.rards. In was in the period from 1986-87 to 1994-95 that the magnitude of the
:=: capita differentials increased significantly (moved away front zero) in Western
:...stralia, the ACT, the Northern Territory and Tasmania. These divergent changes
::: minimised in the weighted CV because the last three of these States have very
,-.:ll population proporlions. This is also seen from the fact that in Table I above
'-: lrnlv one of the four States just listed to be listed in sub-periods four and five is
.r :stern Australia.
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Figure 2. Per Capita GDP Differentials for each State l9l7-i 8 to 1994-95
Percent of Australian Mean GDP Per Head
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f gure 3. Interstate Disparities in GDP Per Head, Unweighted and weighted cV
1977 -78 to 1994-95

--> irn obvious question to be answered from Figure 3 is "why has the extent
-r;:itdt€ disparities in GDP per head as measured by the unweighted CV

.i :'.:J since 1986-87, when the extent of interstate disparities in GDp per head as
nrr:----J by'the weighted CV has not changed greatly?" The respective changes
s::: -niieighted cv 8.8 per cent to 14.2 per cent (a divergent change of 6l per
,;.:r- ..eighted cv 3.3 per cent (a convergent change of 12 per cent). Although this
-e"E - '-r .annot be answered here, it is evident from Table I that the convergent
,;,*--: rn the weighted cv was due to convergent changes in eueensland and

-- - , ..,1f-setting divergent changes in South Australia and Western Australia.- ,-rntrast the divergent change in the unweighted cv was due to similar
Jrluj--:: in Western Australia, the ACT, the Northern Territory, and Tasmania,
n'e-: ii€ relatively large changes in the per capita differentials of the last three
i&:.: r:d not contribute very much to the weighted CV changes because of their
ilr-; : pulation proporlions.
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Table 2. Population Growth Disparities

Statc

Avcrage Population
Grorvth Rate

o/o 
P.a.

Population Propon

t977-'78 l9c,l- ---

Group I

N orthern '[erriton

Queensland
Western Australia
AC'f

Group 2
New South Wales
V ictoria
South Australia
'l'asmania

Australia

2.83
2.43
2.04
1.99

r .12

0.90
0.11
0.73

1.35

0.8

15.1

8.5

1.5

3 5.2

21.0
9.1

2.9

3.3 Interstate Disparities in Population Growth Rates

Intcrstate clisparities in popLrlation growth rates are one paft of rht --
chanq,es that alfect the relative sizes of the per capita differentials. ln rlre..,.: --
CVapproachthe1,alsoaf1-ectthepopulationproportions.Theotherpa::
growth changes that affect the relative sizes of the per capita difter.-: .
interstate disparities in GDP grorvth rates. with regard to population err:,.ii- -:.:
the eight States rnav be divided into trvo groups of four States each.

Group I contains Qtteenslartd. Western Australia, theNorthern Terrir..n. :- i '-r
AC-l'. States nhere annual population grorvth rates have been consisteltrl\ :: :

nrean rate for Australia. Thus tlrese States have had rising propor-tions tri \.----
population.

Grr'rup 2 contains New SoLrth Wales. Victoria, South Australia and T,.- -. -
fbur States rvhcre annual population grorvth rates have been consistentlr 'i:- -:

mean rate for Australia. Thus this group of States have had falling prop,r-
Austral ia's popLrlatiorr.

over the period 1977-78 to 1994-95. the popLrlation gror.vth disparities ,-. -:
below.

There were consistent shifts of population (interstate redistributiolt)a:-- -- r-l
eight States over this period. A population shift occurs when rhe p-: -

proporlion in a State changes over time, because its populatior er-ousi- --:
different tiorl tlre mealr rate for all States. An inward shift (above a\erasi --
for a Statc llrealls a rise in its population proportion, so its population ir: :-, --- 

_

1'ear is larger than it rvould have been if its population proportion had r!-nr: -: - .-

sanre (average grow'th). Conversely', an outward shift (belorv a\/erage grrr,.,.:-
State rneans a fall in its population proportion, so its population irr tlre fln, . , -'
smaller tharr it would have been if its population proportion had remained :-.
The absolute shift lor a State is nreasured by,the dif-ference betueen i: -- --
population in the final rear ancl uhat its population r.l,ould har.e b..
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proportion had remained the same, and the relative shift is the percentage relation
between the absolute shift and the actual population in the finar year.

From 1977-78 to 1994-95 the absolute and relative population shifts were -
ra) inward shifts: Queensland +533,000 (+20 per cent), western Australia

+187,000 (+12 per cent), Northern Territory +38,000 (+2g per cent), ACT
+31,000 (+l 1 per cent);

b) outward shifts: New South wales -235,000 (-4 per cent), victoria -351,000 (-7
per cent), South Australia -152,000 (-9 per cent), Tasmania -52,000 (-10 per
cent).

For Australia as a whole there was a population redistribution of 790,000 people
::.-,m the second group of four states into the first group of four States. This
:,'nstituted a 4.4 per cent shift of Australia's 1994-95 population - i.e., the
1;.-rpoftion of Australia's population in the first four States rose by 4.4 percentage
:'-'ints (from 25.9 per cent to 30.3 per cent), and the proportion fell ay i.+
:t:-centage points in the other 4 States (from 74.1 per cent to 69.7.

-r.{ Interstate Disparities in GDP Growth Rates

The second aspect of growth changes to be considered is interstate disparities in
.--'rrlh rates of GDP, which, given the limitations of length, will be restricted to
:'-.mininB growth over the entire period from 1977-78 to 1994-95. Details are given
- rable 3, the States bei'g listed in descending order of growth rates.

The order of the States is almost the same as the order for population growth
-.::' shown in Section 3. The differences relate to Queensland, which had the
:€-.rrd highest population growth rate but the fourth highest GDp growth rate, and' :.1e corresponding rise of one place for Western Australia and the ACT. Also the' -: States which had above-average and below-average population growth rates
'.:. respectively, above-average and below-average GDP groMh rates.

rhere rvere shifts of GDP among the States over this period in the same
: -::riLrr.r as the population shifts. Measures of the absolute shift of GDP are not
-=:rrnsful because the amount depends on the year chosen as the base year for
-r::s. hence only the relative shift is shorvn. The relative inward shifts were:
.'-:ensland (19 per cent), Western Australia (25 per cent), the Northern Territory-i rer cent), ACT (19 per cent). The relative outward shifts rvere: New South
, . :s (-6 per cent), Victoria (-7 per cent), South Australia (-l I per cent), Tasmania
-- per cent).

ior Australia as a whole this redistribution or shift amounted to 5.6 per cent of
... .99.1-95 GDP. This means that the proportion of ALrstralia's GDP produced in
.-. tlrst four States rose by 5.6 percentage points (from 24.8 per cent to 30.4 per
:":n. and the proportion produced in the other four States fell by 4.4 percentage
:,. rts (from 75.2 per cent to 69.6 per cent).
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Table 3. State GDP Growth Rates

State

Average GDP Growth
Rate

o/o p.a.

GDP Proportion
oA

19',77 -78

Group 1

Northern Territory
Western Australia
ACT
Queensland

Group 2

New South Wales
Victoria
South Australia
Tasmania

Australia

6.69
4.50
4.21

4.20

2.75
z.tJ
2.44
1.75

3.13

0.6
8.7
1.7

13.8

36.6
28.1

'7.8

2.6

One further point should be made about GDP grorvth rates. Whereas there ue::
four States which tended to have above-average population growth rates every'\e::
and four States which tended to have below-average population growth rates ere:.
year, no State had an above-average or a below-average GDP growth rate e\e:-.
year. Instead each State had a mixture of years where GDP growth was abc'.=
average and years when it was belorv average. For example. the Northern Territ,-.1-.
which had the highest GDP growth rate, had above average growth in 15 of the -

years and below average groMh in only two years. Tasmania, which had the lose.
GDP growth rate, had below average growth in ten of the 17 years and abo,,.
average growth in seven years. The other six States fall within these two extremes

3.5 Interstate Disparities in Growth Rates of GDP Per Head

The average grorvth rate of GDP per head in each State depends on rh-
relationship between its population growth rate and its GDP growth rate. Gro\u:
rates of GDP were larger than population groMh rates, so GDP per head also gres.
although at a lower rate than GDP because the population also grew. Howerer.
there is no unique relation between these three rates of growth, except that hi-she:
population growth rates are associated with higher GDP growth rates, but not in :
consistent way. That is, the ratio of the GDP growth rate to the population gro\\-ri
rate is not the same in every State. Details are shown in Table 4, the States nor.
being listed in descending order of average growth rates of GDP per head for tht
period 1977-78to 1994-95. The main features of these data are summarised belol.

The eight States again fall into two groups of four with regard to above-averase
and belou'-average growth rates of GDP per head, but there are two differences a:
compared rvith GDP and population growth rates. First, Queensland has belos
average groMh of GDP per head, whereas it had above average growth of the other-
two variables. Second, Victoria has above average growth of GDP per head.
whereas it had below average growth of the other two variables.
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When the ratios between GDP growth and population growth are considered, it is
apparent that they are not the same in all States. The ratio is relatively higher in
Victoria and South Australia, but the most striking difference is for Queensland.
This State not only has the lowest ratio but it is the only State where the ratio is less
than 2.0. It follows from these two conclusions that to "explain" some of the
features of these changes in interstate disparities will require an "explanation" of
rvhy the value of the GDP to population growth ratio has varied so much in
Queensland, South Australia and Victoria from the value in the other States. While
no attempt is made to answer this question in this paper, however, it could be the
subj ect of further research.

1. A COMPARISON OF THE CONCLUSIONS DERIVED FROM THE
TWO APPROACHES

The first approach used in this paper examines the time series of changes in the
3\tent of interstate disparities in Australia over the period 1977-78 to 1994-95 using
:s the measure the weighted CV derived from the differences between each State's
GDP per head and the Australian GDP per head, weighted by the population
:roportion of each State. In the second approach the emphasis is more on interstate
Jisparities in population, GDP, and GDP per head growth rates, and on the extent to
'.rhich GDP per head in each State differs from the Australian mean GDP per head.
in the second approach involved of the unweighted CV. The conclusions which
3nerge from these two approaches are summarised below.

Table 4. State Growth Rates of GDP and Population

GroMh Rate GroMh Rate Growh Rate Ratio GDP

State GDP Per Head GDP Population
oh p.a. Yo p.a. %o p.a. Population

_.1srup I

\orthern Tenitory
1,\'estern Australia
{CT

"'ictoria-':tup 2
.tueensland
South Australia
\erl'South Wales
lasmania

r- --rtralia

3.76
2.41

2.18
l.8 t

1.72

1.66

l .61

L0l
1.76

6.69
4.50
4.21

2.73

4.20
2,44
2.75
L75

J.IJ

2.83
2.04
1.99

0.90

2,43
0.77
1.12

0.73

1.35

2.4
2.2
2.1

3.0

t.'7

3.2

2.5

2.4

2.3
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4.1. Conclusions from the Weighted CV Approach

There rvas no consistent trend of an increase or decrease in the value of the t',
over time, rather the values showed periodic or cyclical fluctuations, with three su:-
periods when the extent of disparities rose and tw'o sub-periods when ther ti
Orerall, the value of the CV rose from 2.4 per cent to 2.9 per cent, a rise of 20 p:'
cent. On the basis of this evidence it may be concluded that the extent of intersr::.
disparities in GDP per head, rvhile fluctuating over the period, did not shou a:.
significant upr,r'ard or dou'nrvard trend. With the longer term view it may theretc::
be concluded that the extent of these disparities did not change very much oVCr ri :

17 year period. -l'he analysis of the extent of shifts or redistribution of populatr. -

and GDP illLrstrate why this change rvas relatively small, because over the enr::=
period there r.vas only a redistribution of 4.4 per cent of the population and 5.6 p:-
cent of GDP, and much smaller redistributions in the sub-periods. Moreover. the::
redistributions favoured the less populous regions of the Northern Territory and tf .
ACT, as well as the more populous States of Western Australia and Queenslan:
Thus, the extent of the shifts out of the two most populous States, New South \\'ale,
and Victoria, was not sufficient enough to bring about major redistributions --:

population and GDP throughout the nation. It is important to understand that, in rh:
final analysis. this is rvhat changes in the weighted CV measure. It should be nore:
that in 1994-95 Nerv South Wales and Victoria combined still had 59 per cent.-:
Australia's population and produced 6l per cent of Australia's GDP. In 1977-88 th:
proporlions were respectively 62 per cent and 65 per cent.

A method has been proposed by which the contributions of each State to thr
annual changes in the values of the weighted CV can be calculated. These change.
are measured in terms of the percentage points contribution to the change in the C\
(also measured in percentage points). When these calculations have been made, it r.
evident that changes in Tasmania, the Nofthern Territory and the ACT "do nor
Iratter very rnuch", because these States alrvays have a negligible impact on. trr
contribution to, the annual value of a CV and changes in that value from one lear rt-

another. This is due to their very small population proportions. The contributions tr-

change of the other five States vary with the sub-period being considered. However.
if the entire period is considered, only three States have "significant" contributions
(defined as 0.2 percentage points or more) to the rise in the CV from2.7 per cent to
2.9 per cent. Queensland (+0.2 percentage points) and Western Australia (+0.6
percentage points) both rnade divergent contributions to the increase in the value of
the CV, and Nerv South Wales (-0.4 percentage points) made a convergenr
contribution to a decrease in the CV. In other words these three State together
contribLrted to a net increase in the CV of 0.4 percentage points, whereas the total
increase rvas 0.5 percentage points.

It rnay therefore be concluded not only that the change over the entire period in
the extent of interstate disparities in GDP per head was not very large, but also that
nearly all of that change rvas the outcome of what occurred in three of the eight
States. It may also be concluded that overalltlrere rvere relative snrall clranges in the
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rnterstate distribution of population and economic activity throughout Australia
trrer thiS period. This latter conclusion is based on the fact that the weighted CV
ref'lects the extent to which total population and total GDP have been redistributed
among the 8 States and Territories as a group, rather than the extent of the relative
impact of these redistributions on the individual States.

1.2 Conclusions from the Disaggregative Approach

However, a different picture ernerges when a disaggregative approach is taken
:or the analysis, concentrating on four variables: per capita GDP differentials, GDP
:rorvth rates, population groMh rates, and GDP per head growth rates in the
rdividual States. The main conclusions are summarised below.

With respect to changes in the levels of the State per capita GDP differentials,
:easured in terms of the percentage difference between a State's GDP per head and
:re Australian GDP per head, it is noted that these differentials increased
;.*nificantly over the period, the range averaging about 24 percentage points until
:.re end of the 1980s, but rising in the 1990s and reaching over 40 percentage points

': the end ofthe period.
The major change in this regard occurred in the Northern Territory, where the

:::terential moved from -16 per cent in 1971-18 to +17 per cent in 1994-95, a
::rnge which meant that this State moved from having the lowest GDP per head to
-:r ing the second highest.

In all years the ACT had the largest GDP per head, and its differential rose over
'-: period from +l I per cent to +19 per cent.There was also a major improvement
- \\'estern Australia, where the differential rose frorn +2 per cent to +14 per
-.rt.The major deterioration occurred in Tasmania, rvhere the magnitude of the
: :trential increased from -12 per cent to -22 per cent.

In the other four States the changes from 1911-18to 1994-95 in the differentials
'=:e much smaller. In Nerv SoLrth Wales the change was from four per cent to one

:,:: cent, in Victoria from four per cent to five per cent; in Queensland from plus
- -.3 to minus nine per cent, and in South Australia frorn minus l4 per cent to minus
: rer cent.

Thtts when changes in per capita differerrtials are considered, it is seen that the
-- -:e States that "did not matter very much" r,vhen the changes in the weighted CV
:'. ronsidered were three of the foLrr States u,hich had the largest changes in these
: -rentials. In this sense what happened in the Norlhern Territory, the ACT and
-..rtattia "did matter" to those States. The distinction is emphasised by considering
--; ralues of the weighted and unweighted CV. ln 1911-78 the respective values
.=::1.4 per cent and 9.6 per cent, and in 1994-95 they rvere 2.9 per centand 14.2
r':: r€frt. Thus whereas the weighted CV increased by 20 per cent over this period,
'-= ralue of the unweighted CV (which considers only the per capita differentials)
- :: br ,18 per cent.

\\ hen differences in population growth rates are considered, it is seen that foLrr
'-::s (Queensland, Western Australia, the ACT, the Norlhern Territory) had
ir, \e-average growth rates and rising proporlions of Australia's population , and
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four States (Nerv South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, Tasmania) had:.
average gror.l.th rates and falling proportions of Australia's population.

Overall there u,as a redistribution or shift of 4.4 per cent Australia's pop': .'
over this period (790.000 people). In other words the proporlion of Aust:: -

population living in the first four States rose by 4.4 percentage points (fror:: -'-
per cent to 30.3 per cent) and the proportion living in the second four States i.
4.4 percentage points (from 72.1 per cenl to 69.1 per cent).

When differences in GDP growth rates are considered, it is seen that the : -"

States which had above-average population growth rates also had above-a\;r:r:
GDP grou.th rates, so their proporlions of Australia's population and GDP : '

rose. In turn the other four States had below-average GDP groMh rates and Sr-,i-:
proportions of Australia's population and GDP both fell. Overall, there r'.., -

redistribution or shift of 5.6 per cent of Australia's GDP over this period. In -:-,
n'ords the proportion of Australia's GDP produced in the first four States rLrs' :
5.6 percentage points (from 24.8 per cent to 30.4 per cent) and the propci:
produced in the second four States fell by 5.6 percentage points (from75.2 per::-
to 69.6 per cent).

When the cornbined outcomes of population and GDP groWh are considere; -

terms of the grouth of GDP per head, we note that in each group only three c.f :-,
four States either had above average or beiow average growth of GDP per r;:-
respectively. The tu'o exceptions rvere Queensland, which was in the above &\ei:.:
popLrlation and GDP grorvth group but in the below average GDP per head -src....--
group, and Victoria, u'lrich rvas in the belo*'average population and GDP gror,.--

groLrp but in the above average GDP per head growth group.
Hor.vever. u'hile Queensland's GDP per head grorvth rate differed considerai.

from the GDP per head groMh rates of Western Australia, the ACT and t:.
Northern Territory, (States, which like Queensland, had above average populat: -

and GDP grorvth rates), Victoria's GDP per head growh rate did not differ re:
much from the GDP per head growth rates in New South Wales and South Austra .
(States. u'hich like Victoria, had belorv average population and GDP growth rates

So this phenomenon \r'as more significant in the case of Queensland.

5. CONCLUSIONS

When the trvo sets of conclusions listed above are compared, it is evident tha:

the broad conclusions from the weighted CV approach, namely that the overa.

changes r.vere relatively srnall. do r-rot reveal the extent to which the sitr"raticr-

changed in the individual States. Thus, over the period being investigated, therr
were significant changes in individual States resulting from the interstate
redistribLrtion of population and GDP, both of u'hich favoured four States

(Queensland, Western Australia, the ACT, and the Nofthern Territory). Overall
these four States increased their combined share of Australia's population by 4.-:

percentage points and their combined share of GDP by 5.6 percentage points. The

significance of these redistributions in the each State is not apparent from the
weighted CV analysis because they represent relatively small redistributions rri
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\ustralia's total population and GDP. However, the relative shifts in the individual
States were sometimes quite large. For example, in the Northern Territory the
::lative inward shifts were: population 28 per cent and GDP 78 per cent. Thus,
:\.eptionally large changes in the Northern Territory had a negligible impact on the
:ranges in the values of the weighted CV because the Northern Territory only had
::,rut one per cent of Australia's population.

There were also significant changes over the period in the extent to which GDP
:c: head in the individual States exceeded or fell short of the Australian mean GDP
:c: head, which again is not apparent from the weighted CV analysis because in
--:I approach per capita differentials are weighted by population proporlions. These
:-:nges led to changes in the rankings of the eight States with regard to the levels
-: GDP per head, although this was due mainly to the high growth rate of the GDP
:r: head in the Northern Territory which, as a consequence, moved from having the

'.:st GDP per head in 1977-78 to having the second highest GDP per head in
-'-:-95.

.: cc-rnclusion therefore it can be said that, at least in the case of this study, the
: :rnce from the weighted CV approach has not been as informative as the
: :3rce from the disaggregative approach, which also utilises the unweighted CV.
- .::..r rvords there were, over this period, significant differences in the extent of
-':::3s in the levels of population, GDP and GDP per head of the individual States
,- -:. are imporlant for understanding what happened in Australia over this period
. -- :espect to interstate disparities in the variables included in this study. By
* 

'-= " concentrating on the aggregative approach these changes in the individual
.-:: have not, in this study, become apparent. While from an Australia-wide
: :rrnt the interstate redistribution of population and CDP may not have been
:' l:ge. so that the changes have not been very significant on a national basis,
- - ::.e riervpoint of the individual States some of these redistributions have very
,---: =nd have been highly significant for those individLral States.

--: conclusion from this analysis is probably best illustrated by a truism,
'.-*: .. "that the purpose of the analysis deterrnines the most appropriate method of
r: . . to be applied." The rnethod of analysis should not be predominant or used
. :- -: reference to the purpose. Thus, in this study, two aspects of the analysis of
,- "-:: have been distinguished in the extent of interstate disparities in GDP per
lr.]- -.e aspect concentrating on the overall impact of these changes on Australia
iri : .--.1e. and the second aspect concentratirrg on the impact on the individual
' :: in Australia the first approach is best served by the weighted CV method,

,n - --:' second approach (including the unweighted CV) by an analysis of each of
')c . -r:ra-1orvariables which are related to these changes in the individual States.
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Data Appendix

Interstate Disparities in Real Per Capita GDP
Year Ended

1978
1979
I 980
198 I

1982
l 983

I 984
I 985

l 986
1987

r 988
r 989
r 990
l99 t
1992
1993

1994
1995

Interstate Disparities in Unweighted and
Weighted Per Capita GDP

Year Ended

2t3

2.4
2.4
2.8
2.9
3.2

2.6
2.7
3.1

3.2
J.J

3.2

2.9
2.9
2.8
2.s
2.3

2.7
2.9

l 978
1979

l 980

l98l
1982

I 983

I 984

I 985

I 986

1981

I 988

l 989

I 990

l99l
1992

1993

1994

I 995

I 995

9.6
8.4

9.0

8.7

10.4

9.1

9.0

8.8

8.6

8.8

10.0

10.7

I 1.6

12.5

12.2

13.2

10.9

13.2

14.2


